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BULLETIN 2 

Welcome 

Asiago7Comuni SOK and Erebus Orientation Vicenza give you a warm welcome to the 2021 edition of 
the Highlands Open. 

The scheduled races are:  
Saturday 26 June 2021 
Veneto CO Sprint Championship - Italian FSSI Sprint Championship 

Sunday 27 June 2021 
Veneto Trentino FVG CO Relay Championship - Italian FSSI Middle Championship 

Anti covid-19 regulations 

The organization recommends that athletes and accompanying persons comply with the 

Guidelines for the COVID-19 emergency issued by the Italian Federation of Sports Orientation in 

force available at the following address: 

https://www.fiso.it/pagina/legislazione-sportivo-sanitaria  
In particular, the competitions will take place according to the COME - RUN - HOME principle and 
the use of the mask will be mandatory before the start and after the finish. The Technical Delegate 
or the Director of the Race has the authority to suspend the race and / or exclude people if the 
requirements and protection against infections are not respected. 

Veneto CO Sprint Championship 

PROGRAM  

1.30 pm, secretariat opening  
3.00 pm, first competitor start  
6.00 pm, awards ceremony 

MEETING 

The meeting office for the collection of bibs and race envelopes will be located at the old station in 
Asiago 45.872474, 11.506601. Parking at the Palazzetto del Ghiaccio car park 45.871791, 11.507309, 
about 120 meters from the meeting point. 
 

26/27 GIUGNO 2021 CAMPIONATO ITALIANO FSSI 2021 - SPRINT E MIDDLE 

https://www.fiso.it/_files/f_media/2021/03/22281.pdf
https://www.fiso.it/pagina/legislazione-sportivo-sanitaria
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DEP ARTURE 

The departure is scheduled for 3.00 pm. The start is timed. 

 

RACE MAP  

Asiago Historical Center 
Scale 1: 4,000  
Equidistance 2.5 meters  
Symbol ISSPrOM 2019  
Approval being renewed  
Print format A4 
 

COMPETITION GROUND  

Urban area, mainly paved, with parks. Remember to respect the highway code. 
The historic center is a competition area and is therefore forbidden to athletes participating in the 
competition 
 

ARRIV AL PROCEDURE  

Once the Finish station has been marked, the athlete must go to the data download station as quickly 
as possible. After unloading your Si-Card the outflow from the finish area must be immediate. Before 
proceeding with the unloading of times and withdrawing the split times it is mandatory to sanitize your 
hands and then you will proceed towards the exit. Requests for clarification for possible punching errors 
(PM, PE) must be discussed later. 

Please note that, even in case of withdrawal, it is mandatory to transit to the arrival and download your 
Si-Card. 

PUNCHING SYSTEM 

The traditional and SIAC Sport Ident system will be active. 

Si-Card daily rental fee: € 2.00 "traditional" Si-Card 

 

CATEGORIES 

Competitors: MW-14, MW-16, MW-18, MW Elite, MWB, MW35+, MW45+, MW55+, MW65+, MW70+. 

Non-competitive: MW-12, Beginners, Direct. 

REGISTRATION 

REGISTRATION FEES 

€ 4.00 MW-12, MW-14, MW-16, MW-18, Beginners, Direct.  

€ 7.00 MW Elite, MWB, MW35 +, MW45 +, MW55 +, MW65 +, MW70 + 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE 

by 11.59 pm on Tuesday 23 June 2021 
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REGISTRATION METHOD 

- using website FISO; 

- by e-mail to the address: highlandsopen2021@gmail.com complete with: Name and Surname, 

date of birth, Si-Card number (if possessed), name and country of the company, category in which 

you want to compete (FISO membership required for Italian competitors) 

PAYMENT 

After the deadline for registration, the registration fee will be sent to each company and must be 

paid by bank transfer. We ask you to send the payment receipt to the organizing company by e-

mail to highlandsopen2021@gmail.com, the official receipt will be delivered on the day of the race. 

On the day of the race, the secretariat will be available for registration on the spot in the Beginners, 

Direct category and the possible withdrawal of Si-Card for hire. 

Bank details for payment: 

HEADING ASD EREBUS ORIENTATION VICENZA  

BANK CENTROVENETO BASSANO BANCA - Branch of Arcugnano (VI) 

IBAN IT49A0859088330000900028393 

BIC / SWIFT CCRTIT2TBCV 

AW ARDS  

Prize giving on the spot at the end of the race. Award ceremony with ceremony only for MW Elite, the 

other prizes are available for collection at the competition secretariat 

  

https://www.fiso.it/gara/202041
mailto:highlandsopen2021@gmail.com
mailto:highlandsopen2021@gmail.com
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Veneto Trentino FVG CO Relay Championship  

PROGRAM  

08.30 am, secretariat opening  
10.00 am, first launch of the relay race, followed by individual race from 10.30 am  
2.00 pm, awards ceremony 

MEETING 

The secretariat meeting for the collection of bibs and race envelopes will be located at the Rifugio Val 

Formica di Asiago 45.972858, 11.405498. Parking in the square in front of 45.972112, 11.406775, 

about 450 meters from the meeting point. 

 

 

DEP ARTURE 

The departure is scheduled for 10.00 for the relays. 

At 10.30 am scheduled the start of the single time trial categories. 

 

RACE MAP  

Val Formica - Larici 

Scale 1: 10,000  

Equidistance 5 meters  

ISOM 2017-2 symbology  

CO approval pending  

Print format A4 

 

COMPETITION GROUND  

Alpine forest with open lands 

ARRIV AL PROCEDURE  

Once the Finish station has been marked, the athlete must go to the data download station as quickly 
as possible. After unloading your Si-Card the outflow from the finish area must be immediate. Before 
proceeding with the unloading of times and withdrawing the split times it is mandatory to sanitize your 
hands and then you will proceed towards the exit. Requests for clarification for possible punching errors 
(PM, PE) must be discussed later. 

Please note that, even in case of withdrawal, it is mandatory to transit to the arrival and download your 
Si-Card. 

P. 

R. 
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PUNCHING SYSTEM 

The traditional and SIAC Sport Ident system will be active. 

Si-Card daily rental fee - € 2.00 "Traditional" Si-Card 

 

CATEGORIES 

Relay competitive: (2 legs):  
MW-13, MW-17, MW-20, MW Elite, MW35+, MW45+, MW55+, MW65+, Open.  

Not-competitive individual:  

MW-12, Beginners, Direct. 

SIGNING UP 

REGISTRATION FEES 

€ 4.00 MW-12, MW-13, MW-17, Beginners, Direct.  

€ 7.00 MW-20, MW Elite, MW35 +, MW45 +, MW55 +, MW65 +, Open 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE 

by 11.59 pm on Tuesday 23 June 2021 

REGISTRATION METHOD 

- using website FISO; 

- by e-mail to the address: highlandsopen2021@gmail.com complete with: Name and Surname, 

date of birth, Si-Card number (if possessed), name and country of the company, category in which 

you want to compete (FISO membership required for Italian competitors) 

PAYMENT 

After the deadline for registration, the registration fee will be sent to each company and must be 

paid in advance by bank transfer. You are asked to send the payment receipt to the organizing 

company by e-mail to highlandsopen2021@gmail.com, on the day of the race the official receipt 

will be delivered. On the day of the race the secretariat will be available for registration on the spot 

in the Beginners category and the possible withdrawal of rented Si-Cards. 

Bank details for payment: 

HEADING ASD EREBUS ORIENTATION VICENZA  

BANK CENTROVENETO BASSANO BANCA - Branch of Arcugnano (VI) 

IBAN IT49A0859088330000900028393 

BIC / SWIFT CCRTIT2TBCV 

AW ARDS  

Prize giving on the spot at the end of the race. Award ceremony with ceremony only for MW Elite, 

the other prizes are available for collection at the competition secretariat 

ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP FSSI SPRINT AND MIDDLE 

For the Italian FSSI Sprint and Middle Championship it is necessary to refer to the information 

provided by your federation. For anything not covered by the information provided, what is 

indicated in this bulletin is valid. 

ACCOMMODATION 

www.asiago.to/it (information on accommodation facilities) 
www.coldesole.it - Col del Sole Hotel *** Superior Via Chiesa, 52 - 36010 Treschè Conca di Roana 

https://www.fiso.it/gara/202041
mailto:highlandsopen2021@gmail.com
mailto:highlandsopen2021@gmail.com
http://www.asiago.to/it
http://www.coldesole.it/
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

President: Alberto Albarello, Nicola Galvan 
Race Director: Federico Bruni (Sprint), Sergio Carlesso (Relay) 
Technical Delegate: Federico Venezian (Sprint), Tommaso Scalet (Relay) 
Tracker: Daniele Danieli 
Controllers: Edoardo De Vallier + Riccardo Marolla 
Secretariat: De Vallier + Alice Dal bello + Stefania Rigon 
Communication: Vellar Irene 
Cartography: Michele Cera + Nicola Galvan 
Data processing: Tommaso Bari + Patrik Sartori 
Starting Manager: Massimo Sartori + Cortese Gloria 
Arrival Manager: Nicola Bisognin + Cortese Gianni 
Speaker: Salvatore Baù 
Awards: Renata Rigoni + Claudio Savelli 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  


